Traditional positioning needs lots of measurements between the target and anchors. However, this requirement is faced with significant challenge in the most practical scenarios. The cooperation between mobile nodes is an effective solution. In order to avoid large computational complexity, we need to cooperate with neighbors selectively. This paper proposes a novel node selection algorithm based on the Fisher information matrix. We represented cooperation information with the equivalent Fisher information matrix and then selected neighbors. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is able to improve positioning accuracy obviously compared with distance-based node selection algorithm.
Introduction
Wireless positioning technology is necessary for a large number of new and traditional applications. In a wireless sensor network, we usually distinguish two different types of nodes: anchor with known position and mobile node with unknown position. Traditionally, mobile nodes need to get at least three measurements from the anchor for positioning. Two traditional positioning methods are the global positioning system (GPS) [1] and beacon positioning [2] . However, GPS is not effective in some harsh environment, such as indoor or underground, because of the obstacles. Beacon positioning is based on the anchor located on the land, for example, WiFi access point and base station. However, these conditions cannot be satisfied in some cases. Considering the cost, increasing the number of anchor is unrealistic in these complex environments. In addition, since mobile node is battery powered, taking into account energy saving [3] [4] [5] [6] , communication radius of nodes cannot be increased unlimitedly. Cooperative positioning can overcome the traditional restriction. But information exchange and fusion would inevitably bring about large computational complexity *Correspondence: wangguanhx@sina.com 1 Chongqing Key Laboratory of Optical Communication and Networks, Chongqing University of Posts and Telecommunications, Chongwen Road, 400065 Chongqing, China Full list of author information is available at the end of the article and communication burden. In fact, some measurements from the neighbors cannot improve the positioning accuracy but increase the computational complexity. That means that some cooperation information are redundant. So it is necessary to select neighbors which are beneficial to the target. Some common cooperative positioning algorithms also considered the node selection [7] . But those node selection algorithms are based on distance. Positioning accuracy of node selection based on distance is low. Based on the theory of Fisher information matrix (FIM), this paper uses FIM for node selection.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system model. Section 3 presents the information decomposition. Section 4 describes the proposed algorithm. Section 5 presents the simulation results. The conclusion and future work are discussed in the last section.
System model

Signal model
We assume that a network is consists of N a mobile nodes and N b anchors, denoted by N a = {1, 2 . . . N a } and N b = {1, 2 . . . N b }, respectively. Common signal model is measurement based on receiving signal, for example, angle and distance. The measurement of distance from the kth node (k ∈ N a ) to the jth node j ∈ N a ∪ N b \{k} is as follows:
where v kj is the observation noise and p = [ x, y] T represents the location of node in a 2-D plain. Different from Eq. 1, we select the original signal as measurement. The signal model is written as
where s(t) is the sending signal, τ (l) kj and α (l) kj are the delay and amplitude of the lth path, respectively, L kj is the number of multipath components, and v kj (t) is the observation noise. We introduce X as the vector of unknown parameters.
where
Besides, we introduce Z as the observation vector
and z kj is obtained from the Karhunen−Loeve (KL) expansion of z kj (t) [8] .
Error bound
We make that the estimator of X is denoted byX = P
The mean square error satisfies the information inequality [9] .
where J X is the FIM for X, given by
where X consists of two parts: location and channel parameters. Considering the independence of location information and channel parameters, so we ignore channel parameters and simplify the expression of J X . The simplified FIM is a 2N a × 2N a diagonal matrix if in a 2-D environment we called it the equivalent Fisher information matrix (EFI) [10] . Combing with Eq. 5, the mean square error can be written as follows:
where J e (P) is the EFI for P. For simplicity, we make the following definition:
Definition 1 (SPEB [11] ) The squared position error bound of the kth mobile node in the network is defined to be
3 Information decomposition and quantization
Decomposition of FIM
In order to analyze the relationship between positioning accuracy and cooperation information. We need to break down the positioning information of the entire network. Bayesian methods deal with estimation problem by establishing the posterior probability density function of the current state with measurements. Once the posterior probability density function is obtained, a minimum mean square error estimation and maximum posterior probability density estimation can be accomplished by compute mean and mode, respectively.
Assuming that the observation sequence z and estimation sequence x are Markov sequences. Based on the Bayesian rule, update the posterior probability density of each node can be performed in two steps:
2. Correction:
Using the fact that the measurements of different nodes are independent and the Markov assumptions are
where z
is inter-node measurements and z
is intra-node measurements. Substituting Eqs. 11 and 12 into Eq. 10, it is rewritten as follows:
rel |x (t) , and p x (0) correspond to the temporal cooperation information, spatial cooperation information, and prior knowledge, respectively. This article do not consider temporal cooperation, so we just break down
rel |x (t) . Because spatial information only associate with a time step, we need not to consider the sequence. Since the measurements of different nodes are independent, then the spatial information of kth (k ∈ N a ) node is broke down
Then, the FIM of spatial cooperation information can be decomposed into the following three parts [12] :
where J P X , J A X , and J C X correspond to a prior knowledge, neighboring anchor, and neighboring mobile node, respectively.
Decomposition and presentation of EFI
We will further decompose the EFI. Similarly, ranging information intensity (RII) λ kj [13] and ranging direction matrix (RDM)J r φ kj [13] between nodes k and j are introduced to express the EFI. Assuming that a priori knowledge of node is unavailable, the EFI can be decomposed into two basic building blocks:
where J A e p k and C jk are associated with anchor and mobile node, respectively.
Through the above analysis, we make the following conclusions:
• Large amount of node information means a small positioning error.
• Each node newly introduced can increase the information, meanwhile reduce the positioning error.
• Cooperation information can be represented by RII and RDM.
• There are many factors affecting the localization error including the distribution of nodes and the channel quality.
Node selection algorithm
Cooperation localization algorithm makes nodes share information with each other; the key of the algorithm is to quantify the uncertainty of the cooperation information.
Node selection algorithm based on distance
Because cooperative information may come from anchor or mobile node. We want to consider not only the error of measurements between nodes but also the error caused by inaccuracy of neighboring mobile node. If there are no appropriate methods to quantify uncertainty of mobile node, positioning error is likely to be magnified. Literature [14] quantified the uncertainty employing position estimated covariance matrix:
where σ 2 m,n corresponds to the intrinsic range measurement variance between node m and n and tr(σ 2 n ) is the trace of the position estimated covariance matrix. If node n is an anchor, tr(σ 2 n ) = 0. Consequently, great tr(σ 2 n ) means that node n has a small effect on node m. Thus, this method will minimize the impact of the node with large error, while maximizing the effect of nodes with small error.
There was another method to quantify uncertainty for cooperative tracking of nodes. Supposing node i is the target, node j is a neighbor of i. If node j is an anchor, then its true location p j (k) can be used. Otherwise, only a predicted position p j (k|k − 1) is known, which will bring out great positioning error. In order to quantify the error, the literature [15] redefined a new measurement model. Equation (1) was expanded around the predicted location p j (k|k − 1) of node j using a first-order Taylor series expansion.
is the first-order partial of derivative of r ij (k) evaluated at p j (k|k − 1). The proposed algorithm is based on EFI, containing comprehensive factors that affect positioning accuracy. Because EFI and SPEB have a direct relationship, we can select neighbors that are advantageous to the target according to EFI.
Cooperation based on EFI
In order to see which factors can affect the positioning error, we diagonalize the EFI. When a mobile node k only communicates with neighboring anchors, the EFI can be written as [16] follows:
where μ is the bigger eigenvalue indicating the principal information, η is the smaller eigenvalue indicating the secondary information, and v is a rotation angle indicating the direction of the principal information. Since the EFI can be diagonalized into a diagonal matrix, combing with Eq. (8), the SPEB is
Next, we would analyze how neighboring anchor affects the positioning error. F(μ, η, v) and F (a, 0, φ) are the EFI of the target and a neighboring anchor, respectively. Obviously, information from a anchor is 1-D, along the direction φ. When target receives the information from anchor, EFI will be updated F μ,η,ṽ = F (μ, η, v) + F (a, 0, φ).
F μ,η,ṽ = (μ+η+a)+[A cos 2v+B sin 2v] 2
A sin 2v+B cos 2v 2 A sin 2v+B cos 2v 2
where A = μ−η+a cos 2φ , B = a sin 2φ , and φ = φ−v.
where θ = arctan B A . Two eigenvalues of F μ,η,ṽ can be obtained
Substituting Eq. 23 into Eq. 22, the two eigenvectors and rotation angle can be calculated.
We can compute the updated SPEB by Eq. 21 and conclude that SPEB has a relationship with RII and RDM. When the target cooperates with a neighboring mobile node, it would be more complicated. We supposed that
are the initial EFI of nodes 1 and 2, and λ 1,2 , J r φ 1,2 are the RII and RDM between node 1 and node 2.
where We can see that 0 < ξ 1,2 ≤ 1, it represents the uncertainty resulting from neighboring mobile node. Similarly, we can obtain theμ,η, andṽ according to Eqs. 23 and 24, then calculate the SPEB.
Neighbor selection algorithm based on EFI
We assume that the target trajectory is fixed. There are a large number of neighbors around target, containing mobile node and anchor. In view of power consumption, we select neighbors within a communication range denoted by R k . In addition, the number of cooperative nodes also has been set to be N min . These two parameters are dependent on the circumstance and density of the network node. Besides, the value will be different according to the requirement of the positioning accuracy. In general, N min is at least equal to 3.
is the neighbor set of k node and its size is not fixed. Z k contains all the information about the neighbors. The neighbor selection algorithm took as inputs: Z k , that was used to calculate EFI for each node and then obtained SPEB. As outputs, set N k of the selected neighbors were obtained. The whole algorithm is reported as a pseudo code in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, if the cardinality N of the set Z k is greater than or equal to N min , the algorithm selects the neighbor subset with smaller SPEB. Note that R 0 is set as the smallest communication range. On the contrary, if N is less than N min , there are not enough measurements to locate the mobile node and the communication range is simply increased by R, whose value is chosen according to the node density of the network. As reported in row 7 of Algorithm 1, we must distinguish between neighboring anchors and neighboring mobile nodes. If neighbor is not a anchor, ξ k,i must be computed. for i = 1 to N do 7: Calculate the F (a i , 0, φ i ) utilizing z k,i 8:
Calculate SPEB i using (21) and sort Z k m in ascending order according to SPEB i
10:
The output is:
end for 12: else Set R k = R 0 + R 13: end if 
Simulation results
Our simulation results have been carried out in a 2-D environment of size 100 × 100 m. Firstly, there are a target numbered 1, a fixed unknown node numbered 2, a mobile anchor numbered 3 moving around node 2 along a circumference, and a fixed anchor numbered 4 ( Fig. 1) . Nodes 2 and 4 are neighbors of node 1, and node 3 is a neighbor of node 2. Seen from Fig. 2 , when the angle is equal to 0 and π, nodes 1, 2, and 3 are collinear and v 2 = φ 1,2 . When v 2 = φ 1,2 , ξ 1,2 = 1. In this case, error from node 2 is minimal and the SPEB of node 1 is minimal. Besides, the horizontal line indicates that the SPEB in case node 2 is also an anchor. Secondly, all neighboring nodes are distributed on a straight line. According to the distance to the target, neighbors have been divided into three types: 0 − 25, 25 − 50, and 0 − 50 (Fig. 3) . Since all nodes are located in the same straight line, the effect of the angle on SPEB can be ignored. Seen from Fig. 4 , the SPEB is inversely proportional to distance and proportional to the number of neighbors.
Assuming that a target and a neighboring anchor are fixed. In addition, there are two nodes moving around the target. They do circular motion around the target with radius of 4 and 5, respectively (Fig. 5) . And the target only can communicate with the nearer one, but the two moving nodes can communicate. Initial EFI of the target is provided by the fixed anchor. Figure 6 depicts the SPEB of two different cases. We can see that if the mobile unknown node is replaced with a mobile neighboring anchor, the SPEB is smaller than that the nearer one is unknown node. As can be seen, cooperation with the unknown node would introduce larger error than cooperation with the anchor.
We consider a moving target, a network composed of 100 unknown nodes and 20 anchors. The 120 nodes are candidates. Unknown nodes are randomly distributed, and anchors are distributed uniformly. The trajectory of the target is an ellipse shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 8 
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a new node selection algorithm based on EFI in wireless networks. Compared to traditional algorithm, the proposed algorithm took into account power consumption and positioning accuracy simultaneously. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm performs more effectively than the distancebased node selection algorithm. Since the position of a moving target at the adjacent time point is of great relevance, considering time-domain cooperative information to improve accuracy would be an interesting work in the future.
